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Dan DiPaolo hopes his art helps bring people together. The best way he knows to do that is
through laughter, which is why he puts a little whimsy in everything he creates. Dan's art inspires
not only smiles, but the desire to share the good feelings that come from them as well.A different
piece of coffee-related art on each of its sixteen large monthly planning pages adds a decorative
touch to this perky tear-off calendar pad that's the right size for a kitchen counter or office desk.





RDSamI, “This is a fun, overly dramatic. This is a fun, overly dramatic, HIGH QUALITY coffee
calendar. It came in a matching envelope in the same high-grade paper, and the envelope was
so nice I told my husband I felt like I should save it because it felt too nice and too pretty to throw
away. I guess that's a waste of paper, but it sure felt pretty getting to open it. Each month I feel a
bit giddy getting to turn to the new month and then wait for friends to see the newly unveiled
image and often quirky text for the month.”

BDC4950, “Beware-Calendar is 13 inches wide, not 12 as specified.. This is a beautiful calendar
with excellent quality. Unfortunately it is bigger than specified and will not fit on my cabinet. If
the description was accurate I would rate this calendar a 5+.”

Hayley, “Love it....as much as I love coffee!. Great calendar with simple coffee-related pictures
perfect for a kitchen. Monthly blocks the right size for noting dates and birthdays. Very
impressed with the quality and the price.”

T & J Pro, “it's adorable and whimsical- in a grown up kind of way. Second year buying this, it's
adorable and whimsical- in a grown up kind of way. Nothing bad to say, it's everything I'd want for
a kitchen calendar.”

Sheila McCann, “Five Stars. I love his calendars. Have had his calendar wall art for at least 6-7
years now”

Tiffany, “Love it. Beautiful calendar. Colors/graphics look exactly as pictured. High quality, heavy
stock paper. Comes in a matching "envelope" which I've repurposed as stationery storage.”

Trish, “Favorite calendar. I love Dan DiPaolo coffee calendars. It compliments my coffee decor.
The blocks on each day are big enough to write appointments and reminders,”

I buy to much stuff to post my name, “Coffee what else do I need to say?!!. Love this calendar
almost as much as I love coffee, ok maybe not that much.  But it is very nice.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 47 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Item Weight: 14.1 ounces
Dimensions: 12.5 x 0.3 x 14 inches
Calendar: 24 pages
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